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11v11 - Passing and Receiving - Movement off the ball

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Set Up-
20x20 Grid-Half the group on the inside, half on the edge
Players on inside have ball. Once completed 1 pass, they dribble to
find another player on the outside to repeat the cycle, continue this
and work hard for 1 minute then swap the 2 groups over. inside
players now outside, outside players in.
1 - Dribble and find player on outside of grid, make pass, change body
angle and receive the ball back and attack a new space. (wall pass)
2 - Dribble and find player on outside of grid, make pass, receiver on
outside of area, holds onto ball while passer overlaps (run around the
back of the receiver) to then receive ball back with a pass in front of
them. Same players work for approx 1 minute then swap role
3 - Find player on edge of grid, make pass - Player receives side on
and explode away, good first touch into space in grid
Player on outside with ball (not shown in diagram) - 
4 - Players on outside hold ball in hand, as inside player approaches
they under arm throw the ball into the player to control with chest /
thigh. Relaxing the body part, to cushion the ball, don't have it bounce off. Settle it on the ground as soon as possible and play back to the
thrower. Move onto another thrower on the outside.
5 - Players on the outside have the ball in their hands. Player approaches and the ball gets gently thrown to the on coming player who
heads the ball back to the outside player - when heading - eyes on ball, strong neck, mouth closed to not bite tongue, use forehead)
Coaching Points
Quick bursts, high intensity, high tempo & reps
do not allow any goofing off/slow pace
Solid passing - Strong pass - weight of pass
Good Technique - do not get lazy or technique will suffer

Give and Go

Set Up:
Groups of 6
Start with one ball until players understand then introduce second ball
The group must pass the ball around the diamond and follow their
pass
Make this a competition within the allocated time - between groups
Always start the ball where more than one player is.
Change direction - encourgaing use of both feet to control/pass the
ball
checking off the cone to receive the ball
2nd pattern - Pass wide, set back, pass a through ball and wide player
make an advanced/overlapping run to receive the trough ball and
plays into opposite player. Again follow your pass.
The 3rd pattern - this time the ball is played to the side diamond before
the ball is played back to the passer who plays long to the opposite
point of the diamond. Only one ball involved. Movement pattern is the
same as other diamonds, move to the next position.
Aim:

Diamond Passing Practice



To pass the ball around the diamond as efficiently and effectively as they can, encourage and coach the inside of the foot pass however if
players try another passing technique do not discourage this - we want creative players. Receiving with an open body and positive first
touch.
Coaching Points:
Movement to receive the pass - as ball is being played to previous player (the passer) move away to come short on passes first touch.
Check shoulder and open body position
If ball played across the body get in line and a good first touch to set up a pass
If the pass is a poor one, see if the receiver can rescue the pass
Technical passing mechanics - lock the ankle, weight of pass, non kicking foot pointing in the direction of the pass

Small sided game encouraging a lot of working off the ball to get into
space and into a position to be able to knock a ball off a cone.
3v3 or 4v4 - 4 target balls (one on each side) are placed 1 or 2 yards
inside of the field (this means it is harder for a defender to just stand
and guard a ball as you can play around the ball). To score players
need to use the ball in the game, to knock a ball off a cone by passing
it against the target ball. 4 target balls, which ever team gets the most
balls off wins. Set a time limit on each game. If a tie - Set up the 4 balls
again and first team to knock one down wins.
1 point if they knock a ball off the cone.
Defenders can not stand over a ball on a cone, they need to be active
in trying to win the ball, not just standing in one spot.
If a player accidently kicks a ball off during the game, the opposite
team get the point. This will encourage players to be cautious of their
play and not be reckless with their defending.
Coaching points -
Move the ball with speed to catch defenders off guard
Move off the ball to move defenders and create space
See the field - always aware of where the space is and how to utilize it.
Quick transition from attack to defense - once you lose the ball you need to work hard to protect the balls on cones.
Communication - talk and move to help team mates on and off the ball.

3v3 to targets

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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